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 Chapter 606-White Robes, Invincible in the World! 

 

Jonah Shaw threw a punch. The powerful impact landed on Hutton Maxwell’s fist and directly blew up 

his arm. 

 

His entire arm exploded. 

 

It was extremely bloody! 

 

It was a scene that made one’s hair stand on end. 

 

Even a pinnacle could not take Jonah’s punch. 

 

The Sanguine Army commander was too terrifying in the dark! 

 

This was Jonah as a pinnacle. 

 

Jonah broke Hutton’s right arm with a punch. The force of the punch landed on Hutton’s chest, sending 

him flying a hundred meters away. 

 

One punch defeated a pinnacle. 

 

He even severely injured him. 

 

Who knew if Hutton would be able to live? 

 



The domineering Jonah stood between heaven and earth with unparalleled grace! 

 

In the end, from the depths of the snowy cliff, an old and angry voice could be heard. “How dare you 

injure the Maxwell family’s child here at the snowy cliff!” “Come out! I’ll kill you tonight!” Jonah was still 

tyrannical. 

 

In the end, a black-haired elder leaped out of the darkness and caught Hutton, who was flying backward. 

He sensed the injuries in his grandson’s body and healed him, but even so, he would be half a cripple. 

 

The black-haired old man was furious. 

 

The three generations of the Maxwell family were all at the pinnacle. 

 

They were considered the overlord of the hidden cultivators of Hansworth. 

 

But now, someone had knocked on his door! 

 

The black-haired elder was filled with killing intent! 

 

At this moment, a clear whistle sounded from the River Village behind the snowy cliff. “Kylo’s ban: in 

this era, no pinnacle is allowed to reveal himself, and the king is revered by all!” “If a pinnacle reveals 

himself, kill him without mercy!” A clear voice rang out, the white robed gray wolf, Hendrix Bailey had 

returned. 

 

Hendrix was one of the Kylo young masters. 

 

Hendrix released a powerful pressure; it was extremely terrifying in the night. 

 

Everyone knew that the gray wolf respected the sanguine, which originated from the Northern Army! 

 

But no one had ever said that the gray wolf was weaker than the sanguine! 



 

When they were young, on Mount Kylo, they had once seen the scene of a gray wolf breaking the 

sanguine. 

 

The gray wolf respected the sanguine. 

 

The gray wolf could also break the sanguine! 

 

The white robed gray wolf Hendrix’s white robe was like snow, hanging in the mortal world, reflecting 

the bright moon. His left hand grabbed at the air, sucking in a thrice-layered iron sword. Pointing it at 

the black-haired old man, he said softly, “Tonight, I will kill you!” “The white-robed gray wolf’s legacy 

has been lost for 800 years. What can you use to kill me?” The black-haired elder was Hutton’s 

grandfather. 

 

Hendrix laughed lightly. “Everyone in the Northern Army can wear a white robe. With the white robe, 

the person is invincible in this world!” “Invincible?” The black-haired elder took a step forward and 

instantly attacked. 

 

Hendrix held a three-foot-long iron sword in his left hand. The sword was pointed downward while his 

right hand was pointed at the moon in the night sky. He said softly, “Brother Jonah, help me. I haven’t 

attracted moonlight for a long time! ” “Since you’re back, then let’s shock the snowy cliff with both the 

gray wolf and the sanguine!” Jonah understood what Hendrix wanted to do, so he did not hesitate to 

grant this guy’s wish. 

 

Jonah pointed at the seven stars of the heavens and said in a low voice, “Seven stars attraction!” “The 

howling of the bright moon!” Jonah responded to the call of the seven stars, and his aura also 

strengthened. 

 

But the force on Hendrix’s body was even more terrifying. 

 

Jonah responded to the seven stars. 

 

But the bright moon Hendrix was responding to was the bright moon in the dark night! 



 

The combat technique of the white-robed gray wolf was the Gray Wolf Moon Howl Technique! 

 

Night fell completely, and the moonlight shone on the world. 

 

Hendrix closed his eyes, stepping into the sky and welcoming the moonlight, the force on his body 

became more and more terrifying. 

 

The black-haired old man was shocked. “The Gray Wolf Moon Howl Technique has not been lost?” “Old 

man, how could you possibly understand how terrifying my brother is? Since my brother is able to 

create new paths and create his own eight techniques, he can also help us reverse engineer the legacy 

of the forbidden techniques. ” Hendrix slowly opened his eyes, and his pupils changed as a crescent 

moon appeared. 

 

At this moment, he was like the bright moon in the night sky. 

 

Hendrix held his three-foot-long iron sword and said softly, “With Brother Jonah helping me, I only need 

one sword to kill you tonight!” “Impossible!” The black-haired elder’s pupils constricted. 

 

Only Hendrix and Jonah knew how terrifying the forbidden technique they used together was. 

 

The seven stars were the guide, and the moon shone brightly upon the earth, and success was achieved 

by one person. 

 

The power of the two of them would be released by Hendrix alone. 

 

Thus, Hendrix chuckled. “Old man, have you seen the moon fall?” The black-haired old man could not 

help but feel his hair stand on end. 

 

As a veteran pinnacle, he felt an inexplicable danger at this moment. 

 

The moon fall that Hendrix mentioned was a lunar eclipse. 



 

In the next moment. 

 

Hendrix attacked, his left hand holding a sword. Above the snowy cliff, the starlight disappeared, and 

the moon was no longer there. 

 

The world actually fell into extreme darkness. 

 

More accurately, it was absorbed into the sword by Hendrix alone. 

 

The sword cut through the night dazzlingly. 

 

The sword was as fast as a shooting star! 

 

It was like a ray of light! 

 

The bright light flashed and instantly penetrated the black-haired old man’s body. 

 

Waiting for the world to return to peace. 

 

The full moon was like a plate, hanging high in the sky. The starlight was dazzling, shining on the earth. 

 

Hendrix stood behind the elder with black hair; his three feet long white robe was not stained with the 

mortal world. A faint smile hung on his handsome face, and his right hand was placed behind his waist. 

His left hand was holding a three feet long iron sword, and the sharp tip of the sword was dripping with 

blood. 

 

The black-haired elder fell to the ground, his body split into two. 

 

He had not just been pierced through the heart by a sword. 



 

Instead, it was pierced through by a sword and split into two! 

 

The white robed gray wolf, Hendrix, killed a pinnacle with a single sword. 

 

His sword was stained with blood. 

 

Jonah’s fist was stained with blood! 

 

Not far away, Eggy had already used seven of his eight techniques, but he could not use the Thousand 

Feathers Technique. 

 

With Braydon Neal here, none of them could use the Thousand Feathers Technique! 

 

Even so, Eggy used seven techniques, like a God or an immortal. He slashed Linus Maxwell and pierced 

his chest, crippling him. 

 

Snowy cliff’s Maxwell family had three pinnacles. 

 

One was dead, and two were crippled! 

 

This was the consequence of disobeying Kylo’s ban. 

 

The people who attacked were the young masters of Kylo. It was considered legitimate. 

 

Invisible intimidation! 

 

“Hendrix, have you found Frediano?” Braydon asked quietly. 

 



“No. Frediano is hiding from us!” Hendrix was slightly angry. 

 

All of them came for Frediano. 

 

In the end, Frediano avoided him! 

 

“As long as Frediano doesn’t show himself, the order to kill the yin-yang will never be revoked.” “What 

about the snowy cliff?” Tobey Lapras asked. 

 

There was a big secret in the snowy cliff. 

 

However, now was not the time to discover it. Just the runic formation array left on the ancient bronze 

door was enough to make them suffer a huge loss. 

 

It was clear what Braydon meant. He wanted to seal the ancient bronze door and find a way to open it in 

the future. 

 

It was already an unexpected gain to obtain the Heavenly Execution Technique from the ancient bronze 

door. 

 

Hendrix’s eyes were filled with suspicion as he probed, “Brother, you’ve become a half-step pinnacle?” 

“What, you want to fight me?” Braydon turned around with his hands behind his back, a faint smile on 

his handsome face. 

 

In the end, Hendrix’s face turned green as he said in a low voice, “No, I’m not the little fool who feels 

uncomfortable all over if he doesn’t get beaten up..” 

 

 

 Chapter 607-Taking in Nina Chaffin At the mention of the little fool Luke Yates, Jonah Shaw and the rest 

of the brothers laughed. 

 



Braydon Neal then went to the provincial capital, Quill. The martial arts examination there had ended. 

As examinees, Ginny Neal and Heather Sage would definitely go to the capital. He would accompany 

them. 

 

Eggy returned to the Northern Army and asked Luther Carden for the address of the yin-yang 

headquarters. 

 

Once the few of them knew the location of the yin-yang headquarters… There was no need to think too 

much. They would definitely kill their way over! 

 

They would not stop until they see Frediano! 

 

Jonah wanted to return to the capital, so Syrus Yanagi and Tobey Lapras went back together with him. 

 

Hendrix Bailey and Westley Hader also wanted to return. 

 

They went back to do one thing. 

 

That was to make a move against the powerful families of the capital. 

 

During the battle at the River Village, there were one pseudo-pinnacle, three quasi-pinnacles, and five 

half-step pinnacles from the yin-yang entity. Although they were known as the yin-yang entity, it did not 

mean that they were all yin-yang people! 

 

On the contrary, a few of them came from powerful families! 

 

The powerful families and the yin-yang people had joined forces to ambush Braydon in the village. 

 

How could they let this matter go! 

 



When Jonah returned to the capital, he would definitely investigate thoroughly and settle the score. He 

would not let those powerful families off in vain. If Jonah made his move, it would be doomsday for the 

powerful families. 

 

Because this little lunatic had never cowered before. 

 

At worst, he would commit a grave mistake and be sent back to the South Pole Prison. 

 

Jonah was a repeat offender! 

 

It was not like he had not been imprisoned before. 

 

Moreover, he had been locked up more than once. 

 

The sentence given to Jonah by the International Arbitration Council was more than a hundred years. 

 

However, if the global martial artist prison could not hold Jonah, the International Arbitration Council 

would also be in despair! 

 

A ruthless person who could kill his way out of the South Pole Prison. 

 

The International Arbitration Council did not dare to push him too hard. 

 

Even all the pinnacles of the council would not dare to go to Hansworth. 

 

If they dared to cross the border and charge in, they would definitely not be able to return. 

 

If the International Arbitration Council did not cross the border, it would be fine. 

 

If they crossed the border, they would not just offend Jonah. 



 

They would offend all the ruthless people of the Northern Army! 

 

In the dark night, everyone left the snowy cliff. 

 

They came for Frediano, but they did not see him. 

 

This meant that the Northern Army would not stop killing the yin-yang people. 

 

The two sides had already started fighting. 

 

The people of the Northern Army were searching for yin-yang all over the world. If they caught them, 

they would kill them on the spot. 

 

At the same time, the royal guards retreated and found the villagers of the River Village. 

 

Hundreds of families in the village had been hidden in the Preston Mountains by the yin-yang, and there 

were casualties. 

 

An intense battle broke out when the yin-yang captured the villagers. Many villagers were killed or 

injured! 

 

Just this matter alone was enough for the capital to issue an order to kill the yin-yang. 

 

This was also one of the things that Westley had to do when he returned to the capital. 

 

Once the capital gave the order to kill the yin-yang. 

 

Would the powerful and aristocratic families dare to collude with them? 

 



If they did, they would be killed as well! 

 

Braydon stood at the entrance of the village, looking at a pair of siblings. 

 

The robust little boy was called little pup, and his name was Ezekiel Chaffin, and the little girl was called 

Nina Chaffin. 

 

Braydon bent down and picked up the little girl. Seeing that she was barefooted, he asked, “Nina, why 

aren’t you going home?” “There’s no home!” The little girl’s eyes were red. Her head was buried in 

Braydon’s arms as she cried her heart out. 

 

Braydon frowned and looked at a regimental commander of the royal guards as if he was asking what 

had happened. 

 

The regimental commander cupped his fists and bowed. “When the yin-yang was searching for the 

villagers, a large-scale battle broke out between the two sides. The aunt of these two children was 

injured by the yin-yang. When we found the villagers, their bodies were already cold.” The regimental 

commander reported. 

 

The boy raised his head and said, “Lord Northern King, I want to join the Northern Army! ” “You’re too 

young!” Of course, Braydon remembered him. 

 

This little wimp had even used a wooden stick to knock Braydon’s head. 

 

He was very bold! 

 

Ezekiel was anxious and said, “You promised me before that you would let me join the Northern Army!” 

“What I said was, when you grow up you can join the Northern Army. You are still young!” After Braydon 

finished speaking, he thought for a moment and said, “Send someone from the royal guards to send the 

little guy to the northern territory and hand him over to Luther Carden. Get him to settle the boy down 

as he sees fit.” “Yes, we will definitely hand him over to Second Master in one piece!” The regimental 

commander cupped his fists and turned to leave with the little boy. 

 



The little boy asked anxiously, “How about my sister?” “The Northern Army doesn’t accept women. I will 

think of a way to send Nina to the eight institutions and raise her!” Braydon said softly, reassuring the 

little boy. 

 

Nina turned around, tears on her face as she sobbed, “Big Brother!” “Nina, you have to take good care 

of yourself. If anyone bullies you, have the Northern King tell me!” Nina nodded heavily and watched 

her brother leave. 

 

From then on, the brother and sister parted ways. 

 

They did not know when they would see each other again. 

 

Braydon carried Nina and boarded the helicopter parked at the village entrance, returning to the 

provincial capital, Quill. 

 

Nina was a little afraid of strangers. She was inseparable from Braydon when they arrived at the 

provincial capital. 

 

In the presidential suite of the provincial hotel. 

 

Ginny and Heather were both here. The two girls had passed the martial arts examination during the 

day, and both of them were listless. 

 

Braydon pushed the door open. 

 

“Big Brother, you’re back!” Ginny exclaimed in surprise. “Huh? Who is she?” “Her name is Nina. She’s 

younger than you!” Braydon smiled softly and had Ginny bring Nina out to play. He went to the living 

room and looked at Heather. She was wearing pajamas and barefooted. She sat cross-legged on the sofa 

and looked listless as she watched a television drama. 

 

‘What’s wrong?” Braydon pinched her nose. 

 



Heather rolled her eyes and slapped Braydon’s hand away. “Stop fooling around. Go play with Ginny!” 

“You did the right thing in the martial arts exam yesterday.” Braydon comforted her softly. 

 

Yesterday, there were thousands of candidates in the martial arts examination in the Hamptons. The 

martial artists from the aristocratic families targeted Heather and bullied Ginny. 

 

However, Braydon had planted a forbidden technique in her body. 

 

This caused Heather to lose control and severely injure more than ten people. 

 

No one died! 

 

With Commander Sammy Dudley and Captain Hatcher Murphy there, they would not allow any deaths 

to occur. 

 

If the examinee died, Heather would be disqualified. 

 

Therefore, the Central Plains main team was responsible for treating the seriously injured examinees. 

They were barely breathing and would not die for the time being. 

 

If they died after the exam, it would have nothing to do with the martial arts exam. 

 

Heather was not in high spirits. 

 

She probably did not expect such a bloody incident to happen in the martial arts examination. 

 

Braydon caressed her head, which was as messy as a bird’s nest. He said gently, “The most dangerous 

place in the martial arts examination is actually the capital!” “Why?” Heather was stunned. 

 

Braydon patiently explained, “Those who can participate in the capital city martial arts examination are 

all top geniuses selected by the provinces. There will definitely be a fierce battle. You’ve had your fill 



during the Hamptons’ martial arts examination, so don’t participate in the capital’s exam.” “No, I want 

to participate!” Heather stood on the sofa and said innocently. 

 

“I said, no!” Braydon stood up and said seriously.. 

Chapter 608-Little Fool, Where are You? 

 

 Heather Sage rolled her eyes. She still wanted to participate in the capital martial arts examination. 

 

In the end, Braydon Neal said softly, “You and Ginny can’t participate. Don’t even think about it. If I say 

that you can’t participate, no one in the registration points in the capital will dare to let you register!” “Is 

the capital city martial arts examination very dangerous?” Heather was not stupid. Seeing how adamant 

and serious Braydon was, she could not help but cower. 

 

Braydon told her to be good and sit down. He reached out and brushed her messy hair by her ear, saying 

softly, “The capital city martial arts examination is the final stage of the national martial arts 

examination. It’s ten times more ruthless than the provincial martial arts examination.” “Didn’t they say 

that examinees can’t kill each other?” Heather’s eyes were filled with shock. 

 

Next, Braydon told her how cruel the capital city martial arts examination was. 

 

The rule of the national martial arts examination was that examinees were not allowed to kill. 

 

However, the rules were dead. 

 

Humans were alive! 

 

This was a martial arts exam, not a civil exam. 

 

The top geniuses in the martial arts examination would definitely use their killing moves when they were 

truly enraged. 

 



Both sides had endless killer moves to determine victory and defeat, deciding life and death; this was 

the norm in a battle between martial artists. Every year, there would be some examinees who died in 

battle. 

 

It was unavoidable. 

 

If there were too many rules in the martial arts examination, it would be impossible to assess the true 

level of the examinee. 

 

Therefore, blood could be seen in the martial arts examination process. 

 

There were many big shots behind the martial arts examination, and they did not object to how things 

were run. 

 

One of them was Braydon! 

 

After all, the examinees participating in the martial arts examination were all martial artists. 

 

How could there be no blood in a battle between martial artists? 

 

Just like the Northern Army, they wanted people with iron-blooded methods. 

 

If they were indecisive and soft-hearted, neither the Northern Army nor the Gray Wolf Army would want 

them. 

 

Heather sat on the sofa and listened quietly. She shrugged helplessly and said, “Alright, so be it then. 

Ginny and I can go to the capital for a few days, right?” “Of course!” Braydon got up and told her and 

Ginny to go to bed early and take good care of Nina. 

 

In the next moment. 

 



Braydon appeared on the balcony on the top floor of the hotel. He stood with his hands behind his back 

and looked at the bustling night scene of the provincial capital. His thin lips moved slightly. “What is it?” 

A feminine man appeared helplessly. 

 

This person was Harlan Jones, the head of the dark division in the Hamptons. He said helplessly, “I 

concealed my aura so perfectly, but I still couldn’t hide from the commander’s senses.” Braydon glanced 

at him. He was hidden agent No. 112 of the Northern Army, yet he had learned how to flatter! 

 

There were 800,000 hidden agents in the Northern Army, and the top 100 of them were not in the 

country. 

 

Harlan’s level as a hidden agent was considered high, so he was extremely important to Luther Carden. 

 

Harlan said helplessly, “The head of the dark division of the capital wants to transfer me to the capital 

with this batch of examinees.” “What position?” Braydon asked with his hands behind his back. 

 

“Deputy leader!” Harlan whispered. 

 

“How many provinces are under your jurisdiction?” Braydon asked again. 

 

Harlan answered, “All the dark divisions in the three provinces of the Central Plains are under my direct 

control.” “This is Marvin Townsend’s goodwill!” Braydon put his hands behind his back and frowned. 

 

The capital’s three armies had nine departments and twenty-four divisions. 

 

The three armies were the Northern Army, the Sanguine Army, and the Gray Wolf Army. 

 

The nine departments were the Military Department, the Ministry of War, and the dark division, etc. 

 

The head of the dark division, Marvin Townsend, was a ruthless character. All the members of the dark 

divisions were under his control. 

 



However, the dark division was a hidden behemoth. They knew the secrets of many big forces, which 

had long caused the various departments to target them. 

 

Therefore, the big shots in the capital would extend their hands into the dark division and control a 

portion of their power. 

 

Marvin was also a ruthless person. He chose to let it be. 

 

Just like Dominic Lowe, he also used a portion of the dark division’s strength for his own use. 

 

Governor Westley Hader’s men were also part of it all. 

 

Every family had gained an advantage in all of this, and the dark division was not suppressing them. 

 

The dark division held many secrets of the major factions, yet nothing had ever happened to the major 

factions. 

 

It was Marvin who was smart about it and let all the big shots of the various families extend their hands 

in and grasp a portion of the power of the dark division. 

 

That was why the dark division had been able to maintain its prosperity until now. 

 

Now, Marvin, the head of the dark division, could clearly see that the Northern King was not to be trifled 

with! 

 

King Braydon had returned from the northern border. His generals obeyed his orders and suppressed 

Dominic, the leader of the civil officials. He entered the capital alone and suppressed all the powerful 

families. He was extremely powerful. 

 

The power of the Northern King was enormous! 

 



Marvin, the head of the capital’s dark division, could faintly tell that the power Braydon controlled was 

not just the Northern Army. 

 

The Northern Army had been established in the northern territory for many years. They had secretly 

spread out all over the country, and there were people of the Northern Army everywhere. 

 

Marvin wanted to transfer Harlan to the capital to be the deputy leader, managing all the members of 

the dark division in the three provinces of the Central Plains. 

 

This was goodwill! 

 

Harlan’s identity as a hidden agent had been exposed. He was the No. 112 hidden agent among the 

800,000 hidden agents in the Northern Army. 

 

These were the soldiers of the Nothern Army. 

 

Why did the dark division promote Harlan? 

 

This was goodwill! 

 

The dark division was expressing their goodwill to the Northern Army! 

 

Marvin was expressing his goodwill to the Northern King. 

 

“How about I turn it down and then return to the northern territory?” Harlan asked softly. 

 

“If you dare to sneak back, Luther will beat you to death.” Braydon glanced at him and could not help 

but shake his head and chuckle. 

 

Harlan’s identity as a hidden agent had been exposed, but with his talent, he could become an open 

agent! 



 

An open agent as the deputy leader of the dark division would have access to the core secrets of the 

dark division. 

 

This would be of great use to Luther Carden! 

 

If Harlan dropped everything and sneaked back to the northern territory… Luther would definitely have 

a heart attack from his anger. 

 

Harlan said helplessly, “Right, there’s something that you might not know, Commander. Third Master 

and Fourth Master were conferred the title of king last night. They stopped the news from spreading 

and did not announce it to the public.” The Third Master Harlan mentioned was Yuri Qualls, and the 

Fourth Master was Laird Xenos. 

 

They were all ninth-level marquises. 

 

It was about time for them to break through! 

 

Braydon said softly, “They were conferred the title of king before they turned 22. They are qualified to 

be called Qilin Sons with such talents of theirs. Four days later, on the peak of Mount Tanish, I’ll open 

the Qilin ranking. All the children of the north will enter the ranking and start the golden age!” Harlan 

nodded solemnly. “I’ll pass the message on. Right, Commander Yates has also been conferred the title of 

king!” “Little fool is a king?” Braydon was surprised. 

 

Others might not understand Luke Yates, but as his brother, how could Braydon not? 

 

Having the little fool cultivate was the same as asking him to die. 

 

The little fool had always been lively and active. Now that he was all grown up, he was still mischievous 

and unruly. He was not disciplined at all. 

 

Harlan touched his nose. “According to the secret report from Second Master, Commander Yates was 

slacking at home when he broke through. He broke through while lazing around!” Braydon. 



 

After a moment of silence. 

 

Braydon’s watch vibrated faintly. Someone was calling him via video call. 

 

The person who was calling was the little fool. 

 

Braydon took out his wristwatch and connected it to the video call. When he saw that it was pitch black, 

he asked, “Little fool, where are you?” “Yin-yang headquarters!” Luke’s voice was very low as he said 

anxiously, “Brother, come and save me.. I caught a nest of big black rats!” 

 

 

 Chapter 609-Want This Person’s Life! 

 

 The ‘big black rats’ that Luke Yates mentioned were the yin -yang people! 

 

Among all of them, only the little fool treated the yin-yang people as big black rats! 

 

At this moment. 

 

Braydon Neal was stunned. 

 

Luke was not in Eastern Hansworth presiding over the martial arts examination? How did he end up at 

the yin -yang headquarters? 

 

The 800,000 hidden agents in the Northern Army, the special operation teams of the governor office 

and the dark divisions could not find the headquarters of the yin -yang people. 

 

In the end, the little fool managed to find it? 

 



The key was how he managed to sneak in alone! 

 

Harlan Jones took out his wristwatch and urgently sent a top-secret message. He asked Tristan Yandell 

of the governor office to lock onto the position of the wristwatch that Luke was using through the 

internal system of the governor office. 

 

The little fool was acting like a thief and did not even dare to breathe loudly. 

 

Was he actually catching big black rats with how he looked right now? 

 

He was clearly about to be caught by the big black rats! 

 

“Stop fooling around. How did you find the yin-yang headquarters?” Braydon asked calmly. 

 

“I found it by chance. I thought it was a small den belonging to the yin-yang people, so I snuck in. When I 

entered, I found out that it was the yin-yang headquarters!” Luke was hiding somewhere. There was not 

a single ray of light in the dark space. 

 

Harlan’s face darkened. 

 

Luke was really crazy. He did not even know what was going on and just snuck in. 

 

It was easy to sneak in but difficult to get out. 

 

Braydon said angrily, “Do you know that the yin-yang headquarters has a pinnacle?” “I miss Frediano!” 

Luke mumbled, feeling a little down. 

 

All the powerful people in the Northern Army missed Frediano! 

 

Braydon’s heart softened. He said in a serious voice, “Find a place to hide. I’ll be there as soon as 

possible. Little Fool, remember this. If the yin-yang people discover you, make a huge commotion. The 



bigger the better. You must alert Frediano. Only Frediano can protect you there!” Only Frediano could 

protect the little fool! 

 

“It’s okay, they can’t catch me. Don’t worry, I’ll be fine!” Luke was very serious. 

 

This made Braydon even more worried. 

 

When the little fool did something, Braydon had never been at ease before! 

 

Harlan was holding his watch as he said, “Commander, we’ve found the location. Commander Yates is in 

this deep mountain.” He zoomed in on the map that was being projected. It was in the primeval forest 

of Eastern Hansworth. 

 

“Tell Christopher Jenkins to lead the Groot Army to surround this primeval forest. If anything happens to 

Little Fool, I will make sure that everything gets burned to the ground in Lowell,” Braydon said 

decisively. 

 

“Yes, sir!” Harlan urgently ordered for a message to be sent over. 

 

At the same time, the little fool was afraid that he could not contact Braydon, so he secretly contacted 

Syrus Yanagi and the others. 

 

Jonah Shaw and the others were still on their way back to capital. 

 

They were on a helicopter! 

 

On the military helicopter, Westley Hader picked up the voice call from the little fool and asked softly, 

“Han, what’s wrong?” “Westley, come and save me. I’ve been caught by the yin-yang people!” The little 

fool asked for help righteously. 

 

He had always been like this since he was young. Whenever he met an opponent, he would beat them 

senseless if he had the ability to. 



 

If he could not beat them up, he would ask Westley and Eggy to help him vent his anger. 

 

As soon as he finished speaking. 

 

Westley’s expression was as calm as water. He took out his watch and activated the authority of the 

governor. He said coldly, “Immediately lock onto the position of Commander Luke Yates!” Governor 

Westley could lock onto the positions of the five commanders through his wristwatch at any time. 

 

Then, Westley realized that Tristan Yandell had already locked onto the little fool’s location through the 

internal system ten minutes ago. “What’s wrong with the little fool?” Tobey Lapras asked lazily. 

 

“He was taken away by the yin-yang!” Westley patted the helicopter pilot’s shoulder and sent him the 

coordinates. 

 

The pilot immediately changed the route, flying straight to Eastern Hansworth. 

 

At the same time, the Groot Army of Lowell had been mobilized. 

 

The commander Christopher was personally leading the four legions. 

 

A total of 400,000 Groot Army cavalries swept through the Lowell Mountain Range and surrounded it. 

 

In the night, the 3,000 Northern imperial guards, the Northern King’s cavalry, and the members of the 

northern arts group led by Yuri Qualls were hunting down the yin-yangs all over the world. 

 

Now, they were all heading to Eastern Hansworth! 

 

The Northern Army had already declared war on the yin-yang people. 

 



Since the little fool had accidentally found the yin-yang headquarters, there would definitely be a war 

tonight. 

 

Just tonight, seven supersonic fighter jets appeared in the sky above Preston! 

 

The supersonic triangular fighter jets, equipped with the latest anti-gravity device, took off from the 

provincial border and hovered above the provincial capital before slowly landing on the top floor of the 

hotel. 

 

A fighter jet formation was here to pick up Braydon. 

 

Braydon entered one of the fighter jets and said softly, “To Lowell!” Their destination was in the 

navigation system. 

 

The pilot did not hesitate to start the anti -gravity device. The supersonic fighter jet, which cost more 

than 700 million dollars, flew into the sky like a catapult and accelerated along with the engine. 

 

The triangular fighter jet’s speed soared, surpassing the speed of sound. 

 

This was the latest type of supersonic fighter jet in the country! 

 

The speed of a thousand kilometers per hour surpassed the speed of a helicopter. 

 

Braydon did not waste any time. 

 

In the primitive forest of Lowell, there were rarely any people. 

 

Even the local villagers would not go too deep into the primeval forest. They would only take a look at 

the periphery. 

 

This was because there were not only poisonous snakes and insects in the forest, but also miasma. 



 

The leeches in the forest alone could suck an ordinary person dry if they entered without any 

preparation! 

 

However, what no one knew was that in the core area of the primeval forest, there were mountains, 

rivers, and waterfalls. All kinds of rare ancient trees could be seen everywhere. 

 

The belly of a small mountain had already been hollowed out. 

 

There were people coming in and out. They were agile and extraordinary. One look and one could tell 

that they were martial artists. 

 

Moreover, there were people checking the entrances and exits. 

 

God knows how the little fool managed to sneak in. 

 

The rusty black iron door was wide open. Two rows of eighteen people stood there, recording and 

checking the people entering and leaving. Until a person walked out from inside. It was Soren Sage! 

 

Soren had arrived. 

 

The eighteen yin -yang men at the door all bowed and said respectfully, “Lord Soren!” “Lord Jadanza will 

be back in ten minutes. Don’t make him angry!” Soren stood quietly at the door as if he was waiting for 

someone. 

 

The eighteen yin -yang people all turned pale and nodded, knowing what to do. 

 

They could check people who entered the place. 

 

However, there was a portion of people that they did not dare to interrogate! 

 



In the rainforest ahead, a black-robed youth appeared. His expression was cold and indifferent, and 

behind him were the yin-yang twins. 

 

He was back! 

 

King Luminosa, Frediano Jadanza! 

 

The person who held the core authority in the yin-yang entity. 

 

Frediano had his hands behind his back with a cold expression. He glanced at Soren and said, “Where is 

Elder Baxter Jernigan?” Frediano only said one sentence upon his return! 

 

Where was the oldest member of the yin-yang entity, Baxter Jernigan? 

 

Now that Frediano had returned, he would surely kill him! 

 

Frediano wants his life! 

 

 

 Chapter 610-Stubborn Brat! 

 

 The eighteen yin -yang men at the door lowered their heads, not daring to breathe too loudly. 

 

Soren Sage slightly bent his back and said, “Elder Jernigan hasn’t returned yet!” “Summon him back. I 

want to kill him.” Frediano stood with his hands behind his back and entered the door. 

 

No one dared to stop him! 

 

Who would dare to check King Luminosa in the yin-yang entity? 

 



Soren lowered his head and said nothing. 

 

The yin-yang people around them broke out in cold sweat. 

 

In the yin-yang entity, there was no one else who dared to say that he wanted to kill the elders other 

than Frediano. 

 

Why did the young and frivolous Frediano want to kill Baxter Jernigan? 

 

Nobody knew! 

 

As soon as Frediano stepped through the door, he frowned slightly and stopped. He glanced at a dense 

tree 500 meters outside the door and said softly, “Someone has sneaked in!” “What?” The expressions 

of the surrounding yin-yang people changed drastically. 

 

People who could enter and exit here were all high-ranking figures in the yin-yang entity. 

 

How could an outsider sneak in! 

 

In a flash, Soren came to the towering tree 500 meters away. His left palm landed on the tree trunk, and 

the force exploded. 

 

Bang! 

 

The tree was broken in half, and the green branches were snapped in half. The leaves flew in the air, and 

a person fell out. 

 

This person had a fat head and big ears. He looked like a big fat pig. His forehead was red and swollen. It 

seemed as if he had been knocked unconscious by someone with a wooden stick. Then, he was tied up 

on the tree with socks stuffed in his mouth. 

 



Whose masterpiece was this? 

 

It was definitely the little fool’s doing! 

 

The little fool did not kill him because he was afraid that the smell of blood would alert the yin-yang 

people around him. 

 

Although Luke Yates was simple-minded, he was not stupid! 

 

He was smarter than a thief! 

 

Frediano’s senses were shocking. Even from five hundred meters away, he could sense that person’s 

aura. 

 

Soren cut the rope and brought him to Frediano. 

 

The fat martial artist’s face was pale as he said in a trembling voice, “King Luminosa!” “Who knocked 

you out?” Frediano asked with his hands behind his back. 

 

When he mentioned this, the martial artist immediately became spirited and said angrily, “It’s Luke 

Yates. I recognize him. He knocked me out with a wooden stick and even stripped me of my clothes!” 

After saying that. 

 

Soren turned around and said coldly, “Outsiders have snuck in. Seal off all the entrances and exits. We 

must find them even if we have to dig three feet into the ground!” “Yes, sir!” All the yin-yang people had 

a murderous aura. 

 

It had been many years since anyone dared to trespass into the yin-yang headquarters. 

 

Even pinnacles would not dare to enter! 

 



Now, a fool had actually snuck into the yin-yang headquarters alone. 

 

They had to find him as soon as possible. 

 

Frediano stood with his hands behind his back, ignoring the noisy surroundings and entering the interior 

of the hill. 

 

The interior of the hill had been emptied. The space inside was huge, like a super large football field, 

more than enough to accommodate ten thousand people. 

 

Now, this headquarters of theirs had been discovered. 

 

There was actually an outsider in their headquarters. 

 

They had to find him! 

 

This matter alarmed many higher-ups in the yin-yang headquarters. 

 

A faint smile appeared on Frediano’s handsome face as he said softly, “Little Fool is here!” “If they find 

Luke Yates, he will be killed on the spot.” Charleigh Yang said faintly. 

 

Leighton Yin reminded him, “Luke Yates is one of the five commanders. He is from the Northern Army. 

We should avoid arousing suspicion.” “Inform the others that I want this person!” Frediano said 

indifferently. 

 

Leighton’s expression changed slightly. He knew that doing so would cause a lot of trouble. 

 

However, since Frediano had said that he wanted this person, even if someone caught the little fool in 

the yin-yang headquarters, they would not dare to kill him and would send him to Frediano. 

 

Leighton went to convey Frediano’s words. 



 

Frediano chuckled. “Charleigh, go to the kitchen in the east. The little fool has been a glutton ever since 

he was young. He’s been here for so long, and no one is watching over about him. He’ll find food on his 

own.” “Uh… Charleigh was a little confused. It was obvious that he did not understand what kind of 

person Luke was. 

 

This was the yin-yang headquarters! 

 

In the eyes of the martial artists outside, it was an extremely mysterious place. 

 

The person who snuck in and was not trying to find out about the secrets of the yin-yang headquarters. 

Instead, they came to freeload? 

 

That did not make sense! 

 

Frediano chuckled. “You don’t understand the little fool. He has been greedy ever since he was young 

and will eat anything. He has been here for a long time and is surely hungry. He will definitely go to the 

kitchen to find something to eat. If we don’t give him food, he will even hit people!” Charleigh: 

 

Charleigh was dumbfounded. He felt that Luke was a great devil! 

 

This was the yin-yang headquarters! 

 

How dare an outsider like him be so arrogant? 

 

Charleigh was a little speechless. It did not seem like an enemy had come to their yin-yang headquarters 

this time. He sounded like some stubborn brat! 

 

To be honest, Charleigh did not quite believe it. 

 



Frediano returned to his courtyard, where the birds were singing, and the flowers were fragrant. He put 

his hands behind his back and chuckled. “Go, find the little fool and bring him here. Kill whoever dares to 

stop you!” “Alright!” Charleigh did not hesitate and disappeared in a flash. 

 

If he could find Luke before everyone else and bring him here quietly, it would save Frediano a lot of 

trouble. 

 

In the eastern area of the yin-yang headquarters, there was a four-story building. It was the kitchen that 

Frediano had mentioned. 

 

Out of the four areas, the eastern area’s food was the best. 

 

A simple-minded young man dressed in loose black clothes that obviously did not fit, entered the hall of 

the four-story building. 

 

The young man was the little fool, Luke! 

 

It was obvious that he was openly here to freeload! 

 

In the hall, there was a surge of people. They were all martial artists dressed in black. They did not 

interact much with each other and went to the window to get their food. 

 

All the dishes were ordinary people’s food, such as braised pork ribs, braised carp, and other dishes. 

 

There was everything here! 

 

Ordinary people might find it sumptuous. 

 

However, for martial artists, what they wanted to eat the most were spirit herbs and spirit fruits. 

 

These things were of great use to a martial artist’s body. 



 

Ordinary food could only satisfy one’s appetite. 

 

Luke watched from afar and nearly drooled. Ever since he snuck in, he had been in a state of fear, but no 

one was looking for him. He had not even had a sip of water and was already hungry! 

 

As for how the little fool found this place? 

 

He was attracted by the aroma of the food! 

 

Luke could tell which of the four great chefs in the four areas of the yin-yang headquarters had the best 

food just by the smell of the food. 

 

In the hall. 

 

Luke was wearing loose black clothes. He went to the window and looked at the yin-yang man who was 

serving rice inside. It was a fat chef in his fifties. 

 

He said seriously, “Give me a fish!” “Please show me your identity card!” The fat chef did noteven raise 

his head. 

 

However, there was no identity card on the little fool! 

 

Inside the yin-yang headquarters, it was loose on the outside but tight on the inside. There were a lot of 

people, so everyone needed an identity card with them at all times. 

 

Luke’s gaze was unfriendly as he said, “I lost my identity card. Let me eat my fill first. I’ll get a new one 

later.” “Hmm?” The fat chef raised his head with a puzzled look in his eyes. He looked at the simple-

minded Luke and felt that there was something wrong with this kid! 

 



He added, “The headquarters has a century-old rule. You must have an identity card for anything that 

you do and leave a mark.. Otherwise, those who violate the rules will be expelled from the 

headquarters!” 


